89.4b **Ngagu**  
See 'RLS'  

*Ngagu (AC, AIAS), Ngaku (SAW, O'G, 'RLS')*

Nothing fresh except Wurm's 1970 listing.

89.4c **Dhanggadi**  
Kempsey area  

*Danggadi (AC, orig. AIAS, SAW alt. sp.), Thangatti (SAW), Daingati (O'G, 'RLS'), Dangadi (WGH), Dhanggadi (AIAS)*

Members of the New England University under Hoddinott have been working on *Dhanggadi* and have material which is considerably fuller than Holmer's 1966 material. Some songs and legend material is also included.

89.5 **Yugambal**  
See 'RLS'  

*Yugambal (AIAS), Yukambal (SAW), Jugambal (AC, orig. AIAS), Jukambal (O'G, 'RLS'), Yookumbill (RHM), Yookum'bul (McPherson)*

Has been investigated by Bolt of New England University to see if it is linked with *Dhanggadi* (as this classification indicates) or with *Gamilray*, 97.3a. No conclusions have been sighted on this matter. Crowley, also investigated and relates to coastal languages.

90-91.  
**B. GUMBAINGGARIC GROUP**  

*(Northern coast of New South Wales)*

Wurm has combined the O'Grady et al Gumbainggic and Yegiric Groups into one group with two subgroups as indicated below.

Hoddinott and Holmer have worked salvaging remnants in this area. The latter comments on how all vernacular in the area is today strongly mixed with English loan words and influenced by English idiom.